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Introduction
The high field 8 Li + β-NMR resonance in rocksalt MgO is very narrow, with minimal nuclear dipolar broadening and no quadrupolar splitting, the latter implying a site with cubic symmetry for the implanted ion. The resonance in MgO is commonly used as a β-NMR frequency reference, from which the resonance shifts in other materials are measured. It will also serve as a useful reference for 31 Mg β-NMR [1] currently being developed at both isac and isolde. Here the implanted ion will be isotopic with the stable Mg in the host. MgO is often used as a film growth substrate, and may have interesting magnetic properties when doped [2] or at surfaces [3] . It is also an important comparison with other rocksalt compounds such as EuO and LiF. Li doped MgO (MgO:Li) is also useful as a heterogeneous catalyst [4] , and aside from chemical doping routes, Li + ion implantation has also been studied recently as a means to modify MgO [5] . In this context, local information on the Li site and defect electronic structure for truly isolated Li + would be a valuable addition to understanding MgO:Li. Here we report extensive characterization of the 8 Li + β-NMR in MgO in high magnetic field.
Experiment
β-nmr experiments were carried out at the Isotope Separator and Accelerator (isac) facility at triumf between 2002 and 2013. The 8 Li + has nuclear spin I = 2, radioactive lifetime τ = 1.21 s, gyromagnetic ratio γ = 6.3015 MHz/T, and a small electric quadrupole moment Q = +31.4 mb. A highly polarized beam of 8 Li + was implanted in the sample with a typical flux of 10 6 /s into a beam spot ∼ 2 mm in diameter. The implantation energy was varied by biasing the spectrometer to high positive voltage, thus electrostatically decelerating the incident 8 Li + beam from its transport energy (typically 20 or 30 keV). The nuclear polarization is monitored through the anisotropic β-decay of the highly polarized 8 Li in two fast plastic scintillation detectors up-(B) and down-(F) stream of the sample. Resonances were measured with a continuous beam by introducing a transverse RF magnetic field, B 1 , either as CW or modulated pulses, and scanning the frequency through the Larmor frequency at a rate slow compared to τ . On resonance, the 8 Li + precess about B 1 and the beta decay asymmetry is consequently reduced. To measure the spin lattice relaxation rate, the incoming 8 Li + beam was pulsed with a fast electrostatic kicker in the absence of any RF, and the relaxation of the beta decay asymmetry was monitored during and after the beam pulse. In each type of measurement both spin directions of the 8 Li + (parallel and antiparallel) relative to the large static field B 0 , produced by a high homogeneity superconducting solenoid, were collected by alternating the helicity of the polarizing laser light. This has a number of advantages, including determination of the baseline of the helicity combined asymmetry. The field B 0 ranged from 1.3 to 6.55 T.
We present data on a number of epitaxially polished MgO single crystals labelled F and R (supplier: Crystal GmBH, Berlin), M (supplier: MTI Corp., Richmond, CA), C1 and C2 (capped in situ with epitaxial Ag layers 19 and 29 nm thick).
Results and Discussion
The nmr of 8 Li + implanted in MgO consists of a single narrow resonance near the Larmor frequency in the applied field, with no evidence of quadrupolar splitting, implying a site of cubic symmetry. Power broadening (familiar from RFµSR [6] ) is clearly evident in the resonances with CW RF in Fig. 1 moments in low abundance. However, use of a pulsed RF mode leads to a substantially narrower resonance ( Fig. 3 ) of width 190(16) Hz, independent of B 0 up to 6.55 Tesla. The difference is likely the result of spin dynamical effects in the CW resonance that are suppressed by the short RF pulses (see below). We use the narrow resonance in MgO as a frequency reference for shifts of in other materials, so it is interesting to consider how close the resonance frequency is to the free Larmor frequency ν L . We expect the 8 Li + chemical shift to be small (on the order of a few ppm) as it is generally for Li nmr, e.g. see Ref. [7] . We should, however, consider demagnetization. Approximating the sample as a thin plate in a perpendicular field, the shift correction due to demagnetization is [8] 
where χ is the dimensionless CGS volume susceptibility. MgO is weakly diamagnetic [9] , with χ = −1.38 × 10 −6 , yielding K d = −11.5 ppm, i.e. the resonance in MgO is shifted slightly up in frequency from ν L . This correction is important for determining small absolute shifts, e.g. the Knight shift in a metal where an accurate zero is required, especially if that shift is used in forming the Korringa ratio. A key strength of implanted ion β-NMR is the ability to vary the implantation energy E and hence implantation depth of the probe ions, thus obtaining depth resolution. A scan of E in MgO, shown in Fig. 4 , reveals the resonance shift is depth independent (within 5 ppm), establishing an important comparison case for nontrivial topological insulators, such as some Bi compunds [10, 11] , where depth dependence due to topological surface states is expected. Note that the statistical errors from the fits are much smaller than the scatter in the data, indicating that systematics are dominating the uncertainty in the resonance position. This is typically the case in these high rate experiments. Systematic drifts in the baseline asymmetry can result from fluctuations of the 8 Li + beam.
Spin lattice relaxation (SLR) of 8 Li + in MgO at high magnetic fields is slow. Fig. 5 shows data for a 4 s pulse of beam fit to a biexponential relaxation. We attribute the large slow relaxing signal to MgO, here with rate λ = 1/T 1 = 0.0312(29) s −1 . The small fast component is likely a background signal.
While no RF is used in the SLR measurement, we can apply RF at a specific time during such a measurement. If the RF is on resonance, it causes a sudden downward step in the asymmetry, of height proportional to the fraction of the line affected by the RF. A higher RF power thus leads to a larger step. However, if there are spin dynamics in the resonance, i.e. 8 Li correspond to more than one unique frequency (within the resonance) during their lifetimes, then the RF has further effects. Spectral dynamics (diffusion) can be caused by 8 Li + motion and/or host nuclear spin fluctuations. With the RF applied continuously at a fixed frequency, one continues to destroy the polarization of any 8 Li + that stray into the "hole" that the RF "burns" into the resonance, leading to another mechanism of relaxation in the presence of the RF. Hole-burning measurements, where the RF is applied continuously 1 second after a 0.5 s pulse of beam are shown in Fig. 6 . At the highest power (30 W), almost all the 8 Li + asymmetry is destroyed instantly. The step is reduced with reduced power, but there also appears a new time dependent relaxation that is much faster than the intrinsic SLR (also shown), caused by spectral diffusion. This effect has been used in conventional nmr, for example, to study slow diffusion [12] . A simple small frequency step random walk model predicts a relaxation proportional to exp(− √ Γt). The relaxation after the RF is turned on is fit to a fraction relaxing at the intrinsic 1/T 1 plus such a term (blue curves). The hole-burning relaxation rate Γ is found to be 1.2(7) s −1 . This dynamic relaxation acts to increase the effective width of a resonance under CW RF, while pulsed RF, to the extent that the pulses are fast on the time scale of Γ is unaffected. This likely accounts for the substantially smaller pulsed RF linewidth mentioned above.
We now consider possible mechanisms for spectral diffusion. 25 Mg is a low moment nucleus unfavourable for nmr, but some limited results are available [13, 14] . Its T 1 is about 50 s at 300 K [14] , much slower than Γ, but it is possible that the transverse relaxation time T 2 is significantly faster and might account for the timescale Γ. Alternatively, 8 Li + may hop between equivalent lattice sites on the second timescale at 300 K. The distinction between these two mechanisms may be made from the temperature dependence, with the hop rate exhibiting an activated behaviour while T 2 should be roughly T independent. As has been found in conventional nmr, hole-burning may provide a useful probe of very slow motion of the probe 8 Li + . We have also measured the temperature dependence of both SLR and the shift (Figs. 7 and  8 ) that reveal an increase in 1/T 1 at low temperature and a negative shift of the resonance below 100 K that increases as temperature is lowered. The origin of these changes at low temperature is not clear, but here we consider some possibilities. Magnetic impurities in the MgO would cause a negative demagnetization shift via Eq. (1) with a uniform paramagnetic χ; however, the concentration of such defects required to account for the observed shift seems unreasonably high (at the % level). Moreover, such a concentration should cause significant broadening of the resonance, while only a modest broadening is found.
Studies of Li doped MgO find that substitutional Li M g localizes a hole, i.e. the [Li] 0 centre [15] . As Li + is negatively charged relative to the Mg ++ that it replaces, there is a Coulomb attraction for positive mobile charges, and at low temperatures an oxygen 2p hole is localized on the near neighbours of the Li defect. The holes are provided by high energy irradiation or by quenching [16] . EPR [15, 17, 18] and ENDOR [19] find a negative hyperfine field on the Li nucleus [20, 21] , and a significant anisotropy due to relaxation of the lattice with respect to the Li + -O − axis, breaking local cubic symmetry [15, 19] . The isotropic part of the hyperfine interaction with the hole spin is found to be −4.539 MHz [19] . The disappearance of anisotropy with increasing temperature was interpreted as a result of slow hopping of the hole among the neighbouring oxygen ions [18, 19] . This picture was supported by several theoretical calculations [21, 22, 23] and is quite different from a symmetric localized state predicted more recently for Ca vacancies in CaO [24] .
There are a number of problems attributing the negative 8 Li shift at low temperature to such a localized hole. In particular, we see no evidence of a noncubic environment at the 8 Li + , and, rather than a large hyperfine field, we have only a small shift on the scale of 100 ppm compared to the hyperfine field from ENDOR which corresponds to more than 10 5 ppm at 4.1 T. This is somewhat reminiscent of Mu in heavily n type Si [25] , where the shift is the remnant of the Muonium hyperfine field reduced by averaging due to rapid exchange of the Mu electron with the surrounding conduction electrons at densities on the order of 10 18 /cm 3 . In MgO, there is no such bath of mobile electrons, unless there is a significant transient population of carriers related to the implantation itself. The density of implantation-related carriers would have to be quite high in the vicinity of the stopped 8 Li + to make this mechanism feasible. The sample dependence in Fig. 8 is also not easy to explain in this picture.
Finally, it is not even clear that the implanted 8 Li + is at the substitutional site. In many materials, we find substitutional 8 Li + only at high temperature. At low temperatures, 8 Li + is generally in a metastable interstitial site. Such a site is available here, the tetrahedral interstitial (T ) site. Based on effective ionic radii in oxides, the T site is too small to accommodate Li + , and significant outward relaxation of the 4 neighbouring O 2− would be necessary. Our initial density functional calculations suggest that this is a higher energy site for 8 Li + than the Mg site, but in the absence of a Mg vacancy, this may well be the only available cubic site. Unlike Li M g , Li · T , is a positive defect that would tend to localize an electron (rather than a hole), and this is not likely on the neighbouring O 2− .
Further experiments and calculations are necessary to characterize the electronic structure of the implanted 8 Li + in MgO.
Summary
We have presented extensive results on the β-NMR of 8 Li + implanted in cubic MgO, where it occupies a cubic site, likely the tetrahedral interstitial site. We routinely use the narrow resonance as a reference for resonance shifts, and we show here that the intrinsic linewidth is on the order of 200 Hz, which allows a reference frequency to be measured to an accuracy of a few Hz. We find no implantation energy dependence of the resonance within a few ppm, but we find evidence of slow spin dynamics at 300 K from hole-burning measurements. The temperature dependence reveals interesting changes at low temperature whose origin remains uncertain. 
